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FROM:
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OBJECTIVE

To provide an update on the current status of the replacement of the utility rate billing system
(AquaPeel) including the consideration of the Enersource system and the work to incorporate
storm water billing services into the system.
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A process is underway to replace the Region of Peel Utility Billing System which was
developed in the 1990's.
The process is considering use of billing systems used by other utility companies as well
as the ability to undertake storm water billing on behalf of the City of Mississauga and
potentially the other area municipalities in the future.
Partnering with the City of Mississauga for storm water billing is feasible and therefore
guiding principles, cost sharing arrangements and business practices will be developed
for future consideration of Council.
Only Enersource expressed an interest in partnering with the Region for billing and while
their system is well suited for their business needs a review of the systems ability to meet
the storm water and utility needs has identified that off-the-shelf systems designed for
Public Works would have less risk and cost.
A competitive procurement process will be undertaken for a billing system which has the
capacity to provide for the needs of the Region of Peel with regard to utility billing along
with the needs associated with integrating with the area municipalities for the purpose of
providing storm water billing services.

DISCUSSION

1. Background
The cost of the water and wastewater systems in the Region of Peel are fully recovered
through a user fee based on usage. The utility rate process sets rates, monitors use, bills
and collects for approximately $275 million per year. The AquaPeel system (which was
developed in house in the 1990's) is currently used to bill for water usage. The system also
provides account management, supports the utility connections process and the water meter
process. While the system has served the Region well it is dated, is currently not well
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technically supported and is limited in its ability to allow for new rate structures or service
options such as internet access to accounts.
In 2010 a review of four key components of the overall utility rate process occurred.
Specifically the model for determining rates, the rate structure, and the metering technology
and as discussed in this report, the computer system used to bill customers were reviewed.
The review and enhancement of the modeling process, for determining rates, is ongoing and
Council has already seen various changes including less revenue variability for non weather
related components of the rate, a higher emphasis on funding infrastructure replacement
and a recognition of changing water use patterns by the residents (a benefit environmentally
however a pressure point from the perspective of revenue management).
The rate structure review also confirmed the appropriateness of the current rate structure
and by confirming that time of day billing would not be implemented (due to cost and
complexity), allowed the meter technology review to be completed and ultimately completed
the ground work necessary to undertake the billing system replacement project.
During the review process of the billing system options, it was identified that the City of
Mississauga is considering implementing a storm water fee for properties in the City which
would be based on the characteristics of the property in relation to storm water
management. Work on this potential partnering opportunity has been ongoing. As well,
consideration of the use of billing systems used by other utilities (such as hydro or gas
utilities) has occurred.
The review has also considered the potential for other user fees for Public Works disciplines
such as waste collection fees with the intent of ensuring capability and capacity within the
system if Council ever deemed these as appropriate.
2. Findings

The process to replace the utility billing system is well underway and is now at a stage
where a proposed direction can be better defined.
a) Potential Use of Other Utility Agency Billing System

As directed by Council, consideration of the use of billing systems used by other utilities
has been undertaken. Only Enersource (City of Mississauga Hydro) expressed an
interest in exploring this possibility and had a system that may be a viable alternative.
Recently, a review of the Enersource system was undertaken based on the needs
identified by both the Region and the City of Mississauga. The Enersource system
(which is Oracle based) is an excellent system and meets all of the business needs of
Enersource and its clients. It is a system designed for the electricity industry and the
various idiosyncrasies of the industry such as third party suppliers, regulated and non
regulated services as well as highly regulated rate structures.
While the review of the Enersource system identified that the system could potentially
deal with the business process needs of utility and storm water billing, a significant
amount of customization work would likely be necessary. This would potentially result in
higher costs and delays in implementation as compared to the purchase of a billing
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system designed specifically for Public Works processes such as Storm Water and
Utility billing.
It should be noted that while the review of the Enersource system has not led to a
shared system proposal it has increased communication and an understanding between
Enersource and the Operations Support division at the Region. This has allowed other
opportunities such as yard capacity, equipment storage etc. to be discussed.

6 ) Schedule
Work on the replacement system has been under way with an emphasis on developing
system needs and identifying needs for the purposes of storm water billing. Appendix I
provides a timeline for the project.
To date the following key activities have been completed:

I

I

I Development of Project Charter and

I January 2013

1

I

I

I

2
3
4

I

associated schedules and work packages
Meetings/Discussions with City of
Mississauga staff to establish work program
Identification of System Needs and "As is"
state
Evaluation of potential use of Enersource
Svstem

and ongoing
JanuaryIFebruary
2013
January to March
2013
AprilIMay 2013

The next key high level steps are:
Date

Step

Description

5

May to Sept 2013
Development of "To Be" state, requirements
and procurement document
May to Sept 2013
Develop and approval of Memorandum of
and ongoing for
understanding, business processes, cost
sharing formulas etc. with City of Mississauga some items
Sept to Nov 2013
Begin competitive procurement process
Evaluate submissions from vendors (time will I Nov 2013 to Jan
varv with number of submissions)
(2014

6

7

I8
1

I
1

1

I

I 11
12

I

I
1

I December 2014 1
System TestingICompliance Testing
User Training and System Implementation

I January to June I
2015
July 2015 to
October 2015

It is important to note that steps 8 to 12 are very speculative with regard to timing and could
be extended or shortened depending on the number of submissions, the amount of
integration work and any issues with software agreements etc. Therefore, potential slippage
of a full year may occur in the process. It is the project team's intent to work closely with the
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City of Mississauga when considering system options to ensure that go live timing is
factored in to any decisions and that implications are communicated to both Councils as the
process goes forward.
c) Billing Sewices for Storm Water Fees

Significant work has been undertaken to understand the business needs of the storm
water billing process and to consider whether a cost effective process can be
established that would result in a common water bill for residents that includes for
waterlwastewater fees and storm water fees. The work has also included consideration
of the potential for both Caledon and the City of Brampton to possibly implement storm
water fees in the future.
Currently, the Councils for the City of Brampton and the Town of Caledon respectively
have not considered the issue of storm water billing and therefore changes to the current
systems for financing storm water costs in Caledon and Brampton may not occur. With
regard to the scope of the project, capacity to undertake this work is being allowed for in
the scope with no commitment of any type being needed to allow the project to progress.
Creating and administering the process for storm water billing such that one bill is issued
for both storm water and water and wastewater is a common practice in many
municipalities and can be implemented in partnership with the City of Mississauga in a
cost effective and efficient way. Modern billing systems that service the Public Works
market have been developed with this capacity.
The initial work on this initiative suggests that pursuing this opportunity is well warranted
and will likely lead to a service delivery model that is significantly more efficient and
effective than independent processes for storm water and utility bills. While a set of
guiding principles to undertake the combined service as well as detailed business
processes around such items as data management and call management, business
processes must still be worked out in detail. This partnering initiative, to date, seems to
make sense.
2. Proposed Direction

Based on the findings discussed above, the intended direction of the project is to essentially
cease consideration of the use of the Enersource system. While the Enersource system is
well suited to the business needs of electricity industry and could be adapted for use for
storm water and utility billing, the customization and effort as compared to purchasing a
system tailored to Public Works billing needs is likely significant.
Guiding principles and business practice for the partnership between the City of
Mississauga and the Region will be developed over the next few months. It is anticipated
that the results of this work will be reported back to Regional Council by year end, 2013 with
the intent of seeking final authority to partner with Mississauga for storm water billing
(assuming mutually agreeable terms).
As well, a competitive procurement process will be undertaken for a billing system which has
the capacity to provide for the needs of the Region of Peel with regard to utility billing along
with the needs associated with integrating with the area municipalities for the purpose of
providing storm water billing services.
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Updates and reports (seeking approvals) will be provided to Council. It is also anticipated
that the City of Mississauga will be reporting to their Council by year end to seek authority to
proceed with the storm water billing process as well as to partner with the Region (again
assuming acceptable terms).

CONCLUSION

Billing for both storm water and waterlwastewater services using one system and bill is common
place in many municipalities in North America.
Given the intent of the City of Mississauga to move forward with storm water billing and the
Region of Peel's need to replace its billing system, there is an opportunity to partner and
thereby provide a more cost effective and efficient process as compared to independent
processes.
While the Enersource system is well suited to billing for electrical usage and could potentially be
modified to meet the business needs of storm water and utility billing, current off the shelf
systems that are designed specifically for this purpose present less of a risk for this process.

Dan Labrecque
Commissioner of Public Works

Approved for Submission:

D. Szwarc, Chief Administrative Officer
For further information regarding this report, please contact Shaun Hewitt Director Operations
Support at extension 3243 or via email at shaun.hewitt@peelregion.ca
Authored By:
c.

Shaun Hewitt

Legislative Services
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